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7j-EINSTEIN MANIFOLD
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O. Introduction

Y. Matsushima proved the following theorem (Yano[4J).

THEOREM A. In a compact Kaehler-Einstein space (K>O), any contravari
ant analytic vector vh is uniquely decomposed into the form vh=ph+Fihqi, where
ph and qk are both Killing vectors.

As an analogue of this theorem A in a Sasakian manifold, 1. Sato proved
the following theorem (8ato[3J).

THEOREM B. In a compact C-Einstein space such that Rjj=2(agji+b1JPli)
and a+2~O, a special C-analytic vector field uh can be decomposed in the form
uh=vh+CfJthwh, where vh is a C-Killing and wh is a special C-Killing.

The main purpose of the present paper is to find a cosymplectic analogue
of the theorem A.

In § 1, we state some of fundamental formulas in cosymplectic manifolds
to fix our notations and in § 2, we study contravariant C*-analytic vector
fields in a cosymplectic manifold which corresponds to the contravariant C
analytic vector fields in a Sasakian manifold (8ato [3J). In § 3, we study
a unique decomposition of contravariant C*-analytic vector fields in a com
pact cosymplectic 1J-Einstein manifold.

1. Cosympledic manifolds

Let M be a (2n +1) -dimensional differentiable manifold of class COO covered
by a system of coordinate neighborhoods {U;xh} in which there are given a
tensor field CfJih of type (1, 1), a vector field ~h and a I-form 1)h satisfying
(1. 1) CfJ/q;ih = -ol+1J/;h, q;l~j=O, 1Jiq;/=O, 1Ji';i=l,
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where here and in the sequel the indices h, i,j, ... run over the range {I, 2,
... , 2n+I}. Such a set of a tensor field <P of type (1, 1), a vector field ~

and a I-form IJ is called an almost contact structure and a manifold with an
almost contact structure an almost contact manifold.

If, in an almost contact manifold, there is given a Riemannian metric gji

such that
(1.2) gts<P/<P/=gji-1)jlJi, lJi=gih~h,

then the almost contact structure is said to be metric and the manifold is called
an almost contact metric manifold.

Comparing the :first equations of (1.1) and (1. 2), we see that <Pji=<P/gti

is skew-symmetric.
Since, in an almost contact metric manifold, we have the second equation

of (1. 2), we shall write IJh instead of ~h in the sequel.
A normal almost contact metric structure is said to be cosymplectic if the

2-form <P and the I-form 1) are both closed. It is known that the cosymplec
tic structure is characterized by (Blair [lJ)
(1. 3) f7k<p/=O and f7klJi=O,

where f7k denotes the operator of covariant differentiation with respect to gjio

Now from equations (1. 3) and the Ricci identity:
f7kf7jlJh - f7 jf7klJh= KkjllJt ,

we :find
(1.4) KkjthlJt=O,

from which, by contraction
(1. 5) KjtlJt=O,

where Kkjih and K ji are the curvature tensor and the Ricci tensor of a cos
ymplectic manifold M respectively.

From equations (1. 3) and the Ricci identity:
f7 kf7 .<p.h - f7 ·f7k<p·h = K k . hm.t - K k ..t<p h

J' J , Jt "1"" J' t,

we :find
(1. 6) Kkjth<p/=Kkj/<pth,

from which, by contraction
(1. 7) Kjt<p/ = - Ktjis<pts,

where <pts= gti<p/, gti being contravariant components of the metric tensor.
Since

we have
(1.8)

'Si'1c~

Ktjis<pts= Ksijt<pts= - Ktijs<pts,

from (1.7)
Kit({!/+Kit<p/=O.
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we also have from (1. 7) and (1. 8) that
(1. 9) KtsjiV;!S = 2Kjtrp/·

If the Ricci tensor of the cosymplectic manifold 1\1 is of the form K ji = ex
(gji-7)j7);) , then 1\1 is called a cosymplectic ,,-Einstein manifold. By contr
action, we have a=K/2n, where K is the scalar curvature of .'vI. Thus a
cosymplectic 7)-Einstein manifold is characterized by

K
(1. 10) K ji = 2n (gji-7)j7)i) '

where the scalar curvature K is a constant by virtue of the identity

rtK/ =~-rjK,

and from which, we obtain
(1. 11) rkKji=O.

For example, if the <p-holomorphic sectional curvature of a cosymplectic
manifold M is constant, then M is a cosymplectic ,,-Einstein manifold (Eum
[2J).

If a cosymplectic 7)-Einstein manifold M with K:;'= 0 admits a parallel vec
tor vh, then by the Ricci identity and (1. 10), we have
(1. 12) Vj= (7)t vt ) 7)j.

Thus we have the following

LEMMA 1. I f a cosymplectic ,,-Einstein manifold with K:;'= 0 admits a

parallel vector field vh, then v h= A7)h, where A= 7)tvt.

2. Contravariant C*-analytic vector fields in a cosymplectic ma
nifold

Recently, in a Sasakian manifold with the structure tensor 9 of type (1,
1), 1. Sato defined a contravariant C-analytic vector field u~ by (ll (u) <p/)
<p/=O (Sato [3J). Following this definition, we provide the following

DEFINITION. A vector field u in a cosymplectic manifold :'vI is said to be
contravariant C*-analytic, if u satisfies
(2.1) (J2(U)<Pl)rpkh =O and J2(u)r/=O.
where J2 (u) denotes the Lie derivation with respect to u.

The first equation of (2. 1) is written by the covariant form
(2.2) rjUi=rp/rp/rtus+ (f7jA)7)i'
where we have put
(2.3) A=Utr;t.

The second equation of (2. 2) is written by the form
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(2.4) 'l;tvtuh=O.

Applying the operator V k to (2. 2) and transvecting it with gkj. we obtain
(2.5) gki/7kVjUj=rp/q!'sVkVsut+gkirl (VkVjUs)rJ;

= - ~ rp/rpksKkslup+ (VtVt).) Tji

by virtue of the Ricci identity and (2. 3).
Substituting (1. 9) into (2. 5). we obtain

(2.6) vtvtuh+ Kthut = (VtVt).)Tjh,

where Vt indicates the operator gtkVk'

On the other hand, we have

~ [VjUi-rp/<P/Vtus- (V) 7)iJ· [Vjui_,pbrpiaVbUa- (Vj).)1;i]

= (Vjui) (VjUj) _<pjtrpis(VjUi) (VtUs) - (V) (Vj).) - ~ (7)tVtuj) (r;SVsUj)

+ ~ 7)t7)s (Vt).) (Vs).),

and from which, we obtain

VlVjui) Ui-rpjt<piS (VtUs) Ui-). (Vj).) - ~ 7)t (Vt).) ni+ ~ ).Tjt(Vt).)7)j

(2.7) = ~ [VjUi-rp/rp/Vtus- (V)7);][Vjui-<pitqiSVtus- (Vj).)1iJ

+[VtVtui+K/ut - (VtVt).)1/JUj- ~ 7)tVt (7/Y)sVsUr ) + ~ ).7)tVt (rlr;sVsur ).

In this case, we assume that the manifold is compact. Then applying
Green's theorem, we see that the integral over the whole space of the right
hand member of (2.7) vanishes.

Taking account of this reason, (2. 2) and (2.4), we have the following

THEOREM 1. A necessary and sufficient condition for a vector field uh in a
compact cosymplectic manifold to be contravariant C*-analytic is the following
(2. 8) and (2. 9).
(2.8) VtVtui+Ktiut- (fi'tVt).hi=O,

(2.9) 7;tVtU
j=O.

Hereafter, we assume always that the cosymplectic manifold M is compact
and we denote a contravariant C*-analytic vector field by a C*-vector field
briefly in M.

The following lemma is well known (Yano [4J).

LEMMA 2. A necessary and sufficient condition for a vector field vh in M to
be a Killing vector field is

VtVtvh+Kthvt=O and 17tV t =O.
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Transvecting 9ih to (2.8) and (2.9) respectively, we have
(2.10) ptVt(9ihui) +Ki"(cp/ut) =0, r/Vt(cp/ui) =0.

Thus we have the following

PROPOSITION 1. If u" is a C*-'[)ector field in M, then (r~thut is also a C*
vector field.

Taking account of lemma 2 and (2. 10), we obtain the following

PROPOSITION 2. If u" is a C*-vector field and {,-~/riut=O, then 9thu! is a

Killing vector field.

We investigate the relations between a Killing vector field and a C*-\'ector
field in M.

It is well known that if M admits a harmonic vector field 1}i and a Killing
vector field v h , then 1}"v"=const. (Yano [4J). Therefore if v" is a Killing
vector field in M, then A=v"7jh is a constant by virtue of the second equation
of (1. 3). Thus we have the following

PROPOSITION 3. If M admits a Killing (or harmonic) t'ector field t''', then

YJtvt is a constant.
On the other hand, if v" is a Killing vector field, then

r/Vtt,i= -r/Pi'1.'t = -ri (7j tt't) =0.

Thus by the theorem 1 and the lemma 2, we obtain the following

PROPOSITION 4. If t,h is a Killing vector field in M, then z," is a C*-t'ector

field.

If vh is a Killing vector field, then it satisfies (2.2) with rjA=O by VIr·
tue of the propositions 3 and 4, that is,
(2.11) VjV k+9/CP/Vt'l/=0.

Transvecting 9kh to (2. 11), we have
(2.12) Vj(CPhtVt) -Vh(rp/Vt) =0
because of 17jZ'i+ViVj=O and VkA=O.

If we assume that cpjiVjVi=O, that is

(2.13) Vj(cpjtVt ) =0,

then we see that CPhtVt is a harmonic vector field by virtue of (2. 12).
Thus we have the following

LEMMA 3. If vh is a Killing vector field and 9jirPi=O, then cp/Vt is a
harmonic vector field.
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The following lemma is well known (Yano [4J).

LEMMA 4. A necessary and sufficient condition for a vector field wh in M to
be harmonic is f7tf7twh-Kthwt=O.

Substituting q;htVt instead of wk in lemma 4 and taking account of (1. 8),
we easily see that
(2.14) q;ikf7tf7tvi+KtiCPhivt=O.

Transvecting (2.14) with cp} and taking account of (1.5) and proposition
2, we obtain
(2.15) f7tf7tVj- Ktpt=O

under the assumption that vh is a Killing vector field.
Taking account of lemmas 3,4 and (2.15), we have the following

LEMMA 5. If vh is a Killing vector field and cpiif7jVi=O, then vh is a har
monic vector field and vh is a parallel vector field.

Combining lemma 1 and lemma 5 and taking account of (1. 12), we have
the following

PROPOSITION 5. In a compact cosymplectic Yj-Einstein manifold with K =1= 0,
if vh is a Killing vector field such that cpiif7jVi=O and vh=l=crl, then vh va
nishes.

3. A decomposition of contravariant C*-analytic vector fields in a
compact cosymplectic Yj-Einstein manifold

In this section, we assume that M is a compact cosymplectic 1j-Einstein
manifold with K =1= O.

Let uh be a contravariant C*-analytic vector field, that IS, a C*-vector
field in M.

In this case substituting (1. 10) into (2.8), we obtain

(3.0) gkt[f7kf7tui - (f7kf7tA)1i]+ ~ (ui-?4) =0,

where }.=Ut1)t and K is a non-zero constant.
Putting

(3.1) u i -}4=v i ,

we have
(3.2) 1}tVt =0.
and (3. 0) is rewritten as

(3.3) gktf7k f7 tvi+ ~ vi=O.

Differentiating covariantly (3. 3), we obtain
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() k "K r7 "3.4 gt P'i7kP'tV' +~v jV'=O.

On the other hand, by the Ricci identity we have
(3.5) P'jP'kP'tVi=P'k(P'tP'jVi+Kjdvs) +Kjk/P'tvS-KjktSP'svi.

Substituting (3. 5) into (3. 4), contracting with respect to j and and
taking account of (1. 10), (1. 11) and (3. 2), we obtain

(3.6) P'tP'tP'ivi+!£f7tvt=O.
n

Differentiating covariantly (3. 6), using the Ricci identity and taking ac
count of (1. 10), we obtain

(3.7) f7tf7tf7if7kVk + ~ f7if7t vt + ffn r/7Jrf7rf7tvt=O.

On the other hand, a C·-vector field uh satisfies (2.2) and (2.4).
Transvecting -,r to (2. 2) and taking account of (2.4), we have
(3.8) 7}if7 jA=O.

Moreover by the Ricci identity and (1. 4), we have
(3.9) 7}rf7rf7tvt=O •

by the help of (2.4) and (3.8).
Therefore (3. 7) is rewritten as

(3. 10) f7tf7 tf7if7 kvk + ~ f7if7 tvt = O.

In this place, we put

(3.11) ph=vh+ ~ f7hP'tv/.

Differentiating covariantly (3. 11) and taking account of (3. 4) and (3. 9),
we see that
(3. 12) f7tf7 tph+ K/p/=O.

Moreover, we easily see that
(3.13) f7 t pt=O

by the help of (3. 6).
Taking account of lemma 2, (3. 12) and (3. 13), we see that ph is a Kil·

ling vector field.
Next, we put

() n r7 "
3.14 qj= - K<P/v /P'iV'.

Differentiating covariantly (3. 14), we easily see that
(3.15) f7/q/=O

because of f7 ivi is a scalar function.
Moreover, taking account of lemma 2, (3.9), (3.10) and (3. 14), we see

that qh is a Killing vector field and q/7}/=O. Since
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(3. 16) q;lqt= - 'lcVhV;vi,

(3. 11) is rewritten as
(3.17) ph=vh-plqt.

Substituting (3. 2) into (3. 17), we obtain
(3.18) uh-Arl=ph+p/'qt,
where ph and qh are both Killing vector fields.

If uh is given, then ).=Ut7/ is a fixed scalar function.
In this place, we can prove that the decomposition (3.18) of Uh-A7i is uni
que. In fact, if

uh- A:rl=ph+q;lqt='ph+<prqt,
where, ph,'ph, qh and'qh are all Killing vector fields and qtr/='qt7/=0, then
we have
(3.19) ph_'ph=q;th('qt_qt),
and from which,
(3.20) Vk(Pj-'Pj) =Vk[Ptj('qt_qt)].

Since ph and 'ph are both Killing vector fields, the transvection to (3. 20)
with gkj shows that
(3.21) pkiVk('qj-q) =0,
by virtue of lemma 2.

Taking account of the fact that'qj-q{:Fc7)j, (3.21) and proposItlOn 5,
we see that 'qj-qj vanishes, that is, 'qh=qh, and consequently 'ph=ph.

Thus, we have the following

THEOREM 2. In a compact cosymplectic 7j-Einstein manifold with K*-O, a
contravariant C*-analytic vector field uh is uniquely decomposed in the form

uh- A7jh=ph+q;lqt,
where ph and qh are both Killing vector fields, ).=Ut7/ and qtT/=O.

Combining proposition 1 and theorem 2, we have the following theorem
3 by virtue of (1. 1)

THEOREM 3. Let uh be a contravariant C*-analytic vector field in a compact
cosymplectic 7j-Einstein manifold with K*-O and let vh=q;thut. Then the vector
field vh is uniquely decomposed in the form

vh=ph+pthqt,
where ph and qh are both Killing vector field and qt7/=0.
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